ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

1.1.BACKGROUND
Steganography is a Greek word coming from cover text. "Stegano" means hidden and "Graptos" means writing. In steganography, the secure data will be embedded into another object, so middle attacker cannot catch it [1] . Invisible ink is an example for Steganography using a readable message transfer between source and destination. Everyone in the middle can read the message without having any clue about the hidden data. On other hand, authorized persons can read it depending on the substances features [2] [3] .
Ancient Greeks used to shave the messenger head and then wait until the hair grew back. That is when the message will be sent to the destination [1] . Depending on this method, there are two possibilities:
1. Message has arrived so the receiver can read the message and recognize if message has changed or not. 2. If message did not arrive, it means the attacker has detected the message.
MOTIVATION
Steganography algorithms depend on three techniques to embed the hidden data in the carrier files.
1. Substitution: Exchange a small part of the carrier file by the hidden message where the middle attacker cannot observe the changes on the carrier file. On the other hand, in choosing a replacement process, it is very important to avoid any suspicion. This means that it is important to select insignificant parts from the carrier file and then replace them. For instance, if the carrier file is an image (RGB), then the least significant bit (LSB) can be used as the exchange bit [4] .
2. Injection: By adding hidden data into the carrier file, the file size will increase and this will increase the suspicion. Therefore, the main goal to present techniques to add hidden data while avoiding attacker suspicion [4] .
3. Propagation: There is no need for a cover object. It depends on using a generation engine fed by input (hidden data) to produce and mimic a file (graphic or music or text document).
The Steganography process consists of three main components as show in Figure 1 . Text Steganography represents the most difficult type, where there is generally lack of data redundancy in the text file in comparison with other carrier files [5] . The existence of such redundancy can help increase the capacity of hidden data size. Furthermore, text Steganography depends on the language, as each language has its own unique characteristics, which is completely different from other languages. For example, the letter shape in English language does not depend on its position in the word, while Persian/Arabic letters have different forms depending on letter positioning [6] .
In our new proposed algorithm, we hide text inside text by employing Arabic language and applying a random algorithm to distribute the hidden bits inside the message. The main reasons for choosing the Arabic language are:
1. The proposed algorithm will depends on multi dotted points letters. Therefore, the algorithm must employ a language that has as many as possible dotted letters. For example, the Arabic Language has 5 multipoint letters and Persian/Farsi language has 8 letters [7] , while English does not have any.
2. Wealth availability of electronic textual information.
3. There is little research on other languages compared to English. 4. The approach can be extended to other languages like Urdu and Kurdish.
1.3.MAIN CONTRIBUTION AND PAPER ORGANIZATION
An efficient algorithm is presented in this paper. The main idea is to use Kashida, Zero width characters in Arabic that enables us to hide more tow bits per one letter, Most of pervious algorithm hide one bit for one letter. Addition we will use parallel connection, randomization strategy to avoid any adaption.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II we discuss some text Steganography techniques. Employ Kashida and Zero width hidden algorithm discuses in section III. Finally, conclusion remarks are in section IV.
PRIOR WORK
Text Steganography is divided into two categories. The first one is the semantic method, and the second is the formatting method, as shown in Figure 2 . In this Section, we will briefly explain some Steganography examples. In Table I , we present a simple comparison between semantic and formatting methods. Steganography criteria will depend on the amount of data that can be hidden and the main problem facing the method.
We describe ten algorithms that hide data inside text documents. The last two algorithms deal with Arabic and Persian languages.
WORD SYNONYM
Word Synonym is also called semantic method and it depends on replacing some words by their synonym. See Table II . This technique will convey data without making any suspicion. It is limited in terms of that fact that hidden data will be small relative to other methods. Moreover, it may change the sentence meaning [7] [10] [12] .
PUNCTUATION
This method uses punctuation like (.)(;) to represent hidden text. For example "NY, CT, and NJ" is similar to "NY, CT and NJ" where the comma before the "and" represents 1, and the other represents 0. The amount of hidden data in this method is very small compared to the amount of cover media. Inconsistence use of punctuation will be noticeable from Stegoanalysis point of view [9] . 
LINE SHIFTING
Line shifting means to vertically shift the line a little bit to hide information to create a unique shape of the text. Unfortunately, line shifting can be detected by a character recognition program. Moreover retyping removes all hidden data [7] [10].
In Figure 3 , we present an example regarding line shifting where the vertical shifting is very small (1/300 inch). This is not noticeable by the human eye. 
WORD SHIFTING
In this method, changing spaces between words enables us to hide information. Word shifting is noticeable by OCR through detecting space sequence between words [7] [10].
SMS ABBREVIATIONS
Recently most SMS messages use abbreviations for simplicity and security while used in different applications such as internet chatting, email, and mobile messaging. The main advantage of this method is to speed typing, reducing the message's length and manipulated keyboard limitation character [13] .
Other algorithms use numbers to convey specific information. As mentioned above, SMS abbreviation can be used in specific applications while using in others creates suspicion of any entity that monitors the ongoing transmission.
TEXT ABBREVIATIONS
Text abbreviation is similar to SMS abbreviation, where a dictionary is created for each word abbreviation and its meaning. The dictionary is published between the communication parties. Abbreviation represents one method to hide data. For example if you send (see) it means (do you understand) [13] . 
HTML SPAM TEXT
This method depends on HTML pages, where their tags and their members are insensitive. For example <BR> equal to <Br>, and the same as <br> and <bR>. The hidden data depends on upper case or lower case letters to embed0 or 1.
TEX LIGATURES
In TeX ligatures, some special groups of letters can be joined together to create a single glyph as shown in Figure 4 . The algorithm finds available ligatures in the text to hide a single bit in each one. For example, if we want to hide 1 we write fi to f {} i which creates some space between f and i. Otherwise, we encode 0 [5] . The same algorithm can be applied to Arabic character ‫"ﻻ"‬ or ‫."ﻻ"‬ This algorithm has two problems. The first problem is that file size increases when we apply extension in our text. The second problem is that if the ORC notices the font change, it can detect the decoding hidden message [6] [5].
ARABIC DIACRITICS
Arabic language uses different marks. The main reason to use these symbols is to distinguish between words that have same letters. It depends on Arabic Diacritics (Harakat), where diacritics are optional. Most of Arabic novels can be read without Diacritics, which depends on the language's grammar. The most occurrence is Fatha " َ ◌" which will be used to encode 1 otherwise encode 0.Our new algorithm will enhance the reuse of cover media. Furthermore, the carrier file size might be reduced depending on the hidden message. On the other hand, when ORC detects the same message with different diacritics, it might conclude that there is a hidden data. In addition, retyping will remove the embedded message [8] . 
VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT OF THE POINTS
This algorithm achieves excellent performance as it is applied on pointed (dotted) letters. Other languages such as English language have only two dotted letters; {i, j}; and thus limits the application of this algorithm. Alternatively, some languages such as Arabic and Persian have many pointed letters which make them fit better for this technique. Arabic and Persian languages have many pointed characters. Arabic has 26 letters where 13 of them are pointed, and Persian has 32 letters where 22 of them are pointed. In this new algorithm, we encode 1 to shift up the point, otherwise encode 0. This method can encode a huge number of bits, and need a strong OCR to recognize the changes. Meanwhile, retyping will remove the entire message [7] . Figure5 . Vertical shifting point [7] 2.11. USING THE EXTENSION 'KASHIDA' CHARACTER Strategy of this method will depend on letter extension (Kashida). Kashida cannot be adding at the beginning and at end of word, it can be added between letters in words. In other words if unpointed letter with extension to hide zero, pointed letter with extension will hold one.
Message content will not be affected. On other hand, a new Unicode will be added (0640).
Figure6. Vertical shifting point [6] As Figure show , not all characters will hide a bit. Therefore, stegoanalysis may suspect message and this will vaulted main goal of steganography. [13] 
UTILIZATION OF USING THE EXTENSION 'KASHIDA' CHARACTER
This algorithm try to use Kashida by the following way, One Kashida represent 0 and 2 Kashida represent one. More over depending on number of Arabic letters with sum up is 32. Since each letter, need 16 bits to represented, the algorithm use-mapping table to which each character map. So instead 16bit we can represent each letter by 6 bit only and this will save 10 bits. [14] 
USING PSEUDO-SPACE AND PSEUDO CONNECTION CHARACTERS
Also called zero width non-joins (ZWNJ) and zero width joiner (ZWJ) characters. At the beginning, we classify letters to join or non-join letters.If we want to hide 1 we will add zero width, otherwise we hide 0. [15] 
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Some of Arabic characters features support different steganography algorithms.
ARABIC LETTERS CHARACTERISTICS
A. Arabic language has 28 letters and each one of them has four different shapes, depends on position of that letter. English language letter have same shape regardless position. Table V show some Arabic letter shape 
ZKS ALGORITHM
ZKS algorithm tries to employ letters connectivity and extension to hide 1 bit, moreover using Zero width letter to hide 2 bits per each connective character. As table above show, a huge amount of bits can be added to message. In by applying this algorithm we can hide a huge amount of data. By applying Zero width letter (U+200D) we can increase hidden bit capacity (Ctrl+Shift+1). 
PSEUDO CODE AND FLOW CHART
ZKS algorithm uses two stages to hide message, to avoid any attacker suspicions.
Figure7. State Diagram for ZKS
The first stage depends on Fragment of Stego cover media to enable different strategies to apply to embedded message.
In the figure, we suggest eight messages can be send parallel, so we send embedded 3 bits to recognize sequence number of that message. Depends on message to be hiding we can add bit to increase of parallel messages as show in figure 8.
Figure8. Parallel connection
In second stage, algorithm permutated-fragmented messages and randomization function choose which application can be used.
Therefore, the first four most significant bits determine sequence message and last one for applied algorithm.
Figure9. State Diagram for ZKS
Each message has different Stego key regardless of routing path, which increase Stegoanalysis confusion.
CONCLUSION
In our paper, we introduced new text Steganography in Arabic letters. Our algorithm deals with connected letter by adding Kashida character and Zero width letter. ZKS algorithm improve previous one by use different concepts like parallel connection, permutation, and randomization, to complicated Stegoanalysis process.
